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INTRODUCTION
Aim: to adapt Elemental Software’s digital social prescribing platform to meet the needs of people bereaved by suicide.

▶ Families and friends in the aftermath of suicide endure multiple, difficulties with an increased risk of family break-down and
mental health problems,2 which can be coupled with a reluctance to seek help.3

▶ In Northern Ireland, a nationwide process for support after suicide is in place (uptake @ 50%). Previous findings indicate that
families and GPs are uncertain about role, function and effectiveness of the support that is offered1.

▶ Improved outcomes-based reporting is needed to link people to the right kind of support, at the right time and to assist
commissioners with funding allocation.

▶ Medical Research Council P2D seed funding award to consult all key stakeholders across NI, on DIGITAL SOCIAL PRESCRIBING

lDR KAREN GALWAY (PRINCIPLE INVESTIGATOR), DR TRISHA FORBES (RESEARCH FELLOW), DR SHARON MALLON, DR PAUL BEST, DR

OLINDA SANTIN (CO-INVESTIGATORS), DR ALEXANDRA PITMAN AND PROFESSOR GERARD LEAVEY (COLLABORATORS), 

lMS LEEANN MONK-OZGUL AND MS JENNIFER NEFF (PARTNERS, CO-FOUNDERS ELEMENTAL SOFTWARE)

NEXT STEPS
1. To develop an intervention manual, for feasibility testing of digital social prescribing for suicide bereavement support => actively seeking funding
2. Assess applicability/feasibility across wider UK context with a trial design incorporating process evaluation => assess potential for UK wide trial

METHOD – MRC COMPLEX INTERVENTION DEVELOPMENT: CO-PRODUCTION, CONSULTATION, COLLABORATION

ADAPTING DIGITAL SOCIAL PRESCRIBING FOR SUICIDE BEREAVEMENT SUPPORT

Co-Production Challenges and Solutions
STIGMA: could overcome the stigma of suicide bereavement, by providing
connectivity and a safe, knowledge-based support that the project can
explore and potentially measure

RELUCTANCE TO ACCESS SUPPORT: Educating people about
vulnerabilities and how to tackle them

WAS IT A SUICIDE?: The sensitivities around suicide deaths involving
drugs / alcohol misuse, and also acceptance of the term ‘suicide’,
requires language consideration within the system of support
COMMUNITY IMPACT: distinction between post-suicide activities leading
to HEIGHTENED RISK versus raising awareness & REDUCING RISK. Self-
referral options are important

BEYOND NEXT OF KIN: need to develop more effective means of
identifying and supporting those beyond the next of kin

MATCHING SUPPORT TO NEED:: Gaps in provision should be identified
and support system should tap into a wider range of support & systems

DIGITAL AS A BARRIER: Capacity building through software training

SUPPORTING CHILDREN: Specialist service needed

TIMING OF SUPPORT: follow up needed at different stage post
bereavement, ideally extend beyond anniversary of death
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Consensus on AIM/OUTCOMES of testing digital social 
prescribing:

Individual / patient-reported outcomes: 

lMental health & Grief experience

lImproved awareness of support / improved empowerment

lLevel of engagement & continuity of support pathway

System outcomes -

lIncreased access / impact on capacity pressures 

lEconomic analysis 

lService provider impact
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